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Taking time
Time passes l o u d l y in rooms like this. There's a resonance to each movement of the hand, human or
clockwork, and every dash, tick, and period echoes echoes across across the white space that surrounds
it. The gaps between the seconds , between pen and paper, are futures waiting to be filled. Exam season
in schools highlights how regimented and {time-bound} the structures we live and work under are. In
education, almost every minute of the day is accounted for,
•
•
•

allocated
a
purpose,

dis / sec / ted into hourly blocks, thirty minutes for lunch. Each of these is further c/ut up into easily
digested 5-10-20 minute activities so that every moment is efficiently utilised. In schools, as in prisons and
factories, time is a tool, a means of controlling and structuring our lives.
Limits of time Our time is finite, or infinite, but we are told to make the most of it regardless. How time is
organised can impact what access we have to it for our own purposes. Early labour struggles were aware
of this. Whether it was the reduction of hours worked
12 hours a day 10 hours a day 8 hours a day,
or the protection of time outside of work for personal use/recreation, workers were fighting for their
share of time. Stonemasons went on strike in Australia as early as 1856 demanding
8 hours labour 8 hours recreation 8 hours rest.
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The push for the five-day week and a guaranteed weekend were part of this same struggle. However,
workers' ability to control their own time has been under constant attack. Shift patterns now encompass
(a l l t i m e s) and for many low-paid workers, these times are varied week-in // week-out {} day-in //
day-out, making it increasingly difficult for workers to organise their free time when they have it. The worst
iteration of this is the culture of 0-hours work. The sporadic and insecure nature of the work offered means
that many feel on edge, the potential of work looming over their free time like a death on your birthday.
Time as control isn't just in the day-to-day either but across the lifespan mandatory schooling >> age
of consumption >> retirement age. In France, the attacks on the current age of retirement has led to
mass protests and revolt - time spent wisely.

Time is corporal Time has bodily consequences for those at its mercy. In Smallcreep's Day, one of the
factory workers talks of how the time-pressure of piece-meal work (today's delivery economy is akin)
means his body becomes routined, mechanical to the point where the motion of embracing his children
resembles turning a screw, tightening a bolt, fitting a part. Those who work irregular shift patterns find
their sleeping patterns equally irregular, d is r u p ti ve to the point of exhaustion. Our social lives are
determined by how time is divvied up and distributed to us. The difference between finishing work at 18:00
and finishing at 21:00 can be the difference between having a social life // going from work - sleep work, between seeing daylight // living in darkness. Those who worked in the mines in Northern England
used to go for days, weeks without seeing natural light. In the Winter months, they would
wake before dawn, coaldust eclipsing the day, night
settling before close.
Even our time on this planet is determined by our positioning, our experiences, the politicisation of our time.
Those working in low-paid work of the irregular / exhaustive / time-intensive kind have a significantly
lower life expectancy. Their time is cut short. More directly, waiting times in the health service are at
dismal levels after a decade of underfunding, leading to thousands of unnecessary deaths. The response to
this hasn't been to increase funding but to alter the acceptable times, so that our experience of time, of
waiting to be seen, is no longer controversial. We are meeting targets, we are on time.
Time is political Time, how it is distributed, utilised, acted upon, and enforced is a powerful tool. Our
experience of time through work, imprisonment, education, is a political document emphasising the
inequalities of the system we inhabit and how our lives are controlled. Time can also be a tool for us - a
powerful act of reclamation - organising our lives around our priorities, rather than those of employers,
determining what we do with the time allocated us. The push for a 4-day week, an end to zero-hours
contracts, an end to incarceration, for fixed shift patterns and a universal basic income that will allow
non-capitalist forms of existence to flourish, are all a continuation of a long struggle of workers laying their
claim on their time, demanding a say in the organisation of their own lives.
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Time comes for us all in the end - maybe we should try to take time before it does.

Sarah Westcott

29th March

Spring fragments

Everyone inside like eggs
coddled, cosy, set soft, wet egg-in-the-shell
wobbling and contained
sliding up and down its smooth insides.

25th March
Time, sifted through the hands.
Time remaining: grains, grits, particles,
hard measures.

A man's face is shaved so cleanly
it is smooth as an egg and expressionless.

Time at the windows rubbing its striped rump
at the glass or singing, its pink mouth open,
sliding down the panes.

31st March
The wound of each hour
Blossom at our feet is bright
Foaming from the graves

Time the life of a leaf, feathery with flower an absurd catkin.

4th April

Time deepening and loosening, leaf fado
stewed into the richness,
itself the richness.

When all this is over we will remember
Either side of a datum
Sliced lives
How we became data
Or moved in fear of it like music
Like plankton
How we bear oblivion like a monkey
On our screens and sills and shoulders

*
How dependent we are on the light, on the chains
How quiet the streets
Uniforms on hangers
A stillness in the trees

Hey monkey, what do you know?

Death in the bright, clear skies
Unabashed light falling on our heads

*

The air we inspire
Is nothing more than one person away

My son, pesto-breath
All my other selves piled up
Like swatches on a spike

I see one aeroplane
The contrails break into genetic code
Chromosomes opening into further forms
Up the cow parsley comes
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I pick a crust of lichen off the roof
try to inhabit two truths at once.

8th April

26th April

every evening
the light is different
today it is paste
milky, sieved,
gentle persistent
very beautiful
the far trees
two bare trees like lungs
the alveoli are slowly
swelling
with light

Tonight I am the buttercups
Somewhat
Faded and shiny in their failings
They have drunk:
I did not see if they opened
To the daylight,
They are singular and vivid, all self
Or none at all
When I smell them
I can only smell myself

I lift my face to receive
And all the insects batter at the glass
The lightest branches move with the wind

29th April

16th April

A clear, bright, late day. We went for a walk before my child's bedtime, I remembered the wooden
cross in the church grounds with a crown of barbed wire. We approached it across wet grass - the
shape was atavistic - four points like a body - the raised head and still legs. I think my son
cannot tell between real cross and apocryphal. I think we all enjoy entering these uncertainties.

Lunchtime; the street came out of our houses today and stood and clapped as the widower was
helped into a car and driven away

18th April

Under the cross are dog violets in various stages of growth. I take three to study at home. I put my
glasses on, there is a pale, striped opening in the middle lower petal, the stripes like veins in the
back of the throat, drawn by the cell's inheritance, leading in to the back of the slipper, the heel, the
spur which when pinched is surprisingly firm.

My menstrual cycle, stolid and flowering - known cycle within an unknowing cycle, yet finite
which is a comfort of sorts. Creatures of the interior and exterior. Rhythms not of our making or
doing yet felt acutely. Two wheels, or three, turning.

2nd May
More flowers: astounding.
I see two first swifts in the grey evening skies, windblown and fine. The familiar heart-strung joy
lifts in me, involuntarily. They are quiet and feed steadily, fill their crops with tiny beasts of air.
I hear two ice cream vans; they sound hungry. People line up for B&Q, carry decking paint and oil
to their cars.
The clouds have been wild, bilious and changeable, we dress, undress, dress our skins.
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Today I saw a man and woman in the woods, and the man walked up to an ancient oak and kissed
its trunk like he was kissing his mother
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Katerina Neocleous

Katerina Neocleous

Night light

The myth of time in Utopia

Each night this month
a tiny hummingbird
hawk moth - enticed
by trails of jasmine
and barbed wire loops
that cap the wing's wall activates this vector's
motion sensor lights
and falls back blind;
then tries again to reach the nectaries
in sector ten.

Flowers are the sexual organs
of 360, 000 species of plants
you read, and went outside
with torch and table salt;
to hunt pale slugs that hide
in velvet beds of sky-at-nights.
The proper name for one
that is intersexed and so
needs nothing, is 'perfect',
you whispered in the dark;
as night creatures laboured
and flies rested undisturbed.
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Finally, you went to bed
- a thin veil of salt dust
masking the acrid musk
of your untouchable skin between a spike in the wind
and spit of cuckoo pint.

Kali Richmond

Hourglass
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grain of sand
in slow descent
cannot see the nose pressed to the glass
only its littermates
quartz crystals in pale yellow
the dunes are always shifting
the vagary of their shapes
rewriting maps
luring the trusting to their deaths
it vibrates with the same sense of influence
smelling the coming
dry chalk of clean picked bones
the winds blow everything else away
a desert is an absence
brief novelty of decay
		welcome
then
a sudden wind
a febrile rush
static burn of swift erosion
as it drops
too ephemeral for a storm
it is already over
it already settles
ensconced among its kin

Jake Hawkey

Penny Lapenna

Having grieved many possible futures

When there isn't time

I thought Toby was fucking wild
and that it would be different this time,
as easy as writing M on a map for Mountain
or cash in hand, but we live too loud to hear God,
I guess. We sang a song in school about kittens
tied in a sack and thrown down the Thames,
a dozen kittens licking one another's crowns and
floating forever toward a vanishing point, but I can't
recall the words which frightens me. In M&S today,
a woman was singing London's burning, fetch the
engines, fetch the engines, fire fire! to her baby
and rocking on the edge of a big show bed how I remembered I can't remember.
I don't want to be okay without you.
The colour of my dreams is lilac.

You marshall thoughts like dominos, careful
to avoid one last tap. The page erupts in its blaring white
signal of the endless now. Knowing that

I take their bags. Coats. There will be time to write
after they have learned trigonometry, epidermal layers,
and the intricacies of conveying their hearts desires

you should really set out to collect them from the school gates
or there will be tears. Put down the cup, the mouse, the pen
and drag on the non-slip boots, all too mundane for poetry

to me, as though I could fulfill them. If only. The cats
yawn, removing themselves from their feline Ouroboros
to make space at the PC. I must read more Vonnegut.

but woven into your day since the redundancy tossed
you back into the maelstrom of your four-square life.
It bites, that ankle-nip you tense for but can't avoid.
How can there not be time, as if poems grow
like nine-month conceptions, after the futon excitement,
after the furore becomes the roar of daily traffic?
I'm late. I've missed them. They have already set out
for the birthday party in the café on Calle Dalt, up the hill
through the square of Renaults and Berlingos.
Bald bellies over combats disturb me in the plaza
the careless presence of a child only a skin's wall away
from harm. There is no time, this time, to tell them.
Find them among fifteen excitable heads. I am removed from the room
floating with the smoke skeins, mere inches above
each separate insistent forehead. The world turns
on a pin; a dream of longing packed into a sci-fi movie
in that square inch in my periphery, above the coffee-cup rattle
and her face where time has passed while no-one noticed.
To make a difference. To be remembered. To be eternal
in the blush of youth, an echoing chain gang of family passes
through generations in the shape of a tea-stained birthmark.
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The baby hiccoughs. She leans its head on her arm
like there is all the time in the world to worry about him,
but not now, when her own pulse races, and skips.

Mark Coverdale

The long walk home
There was no football today.
Time is now a prize to be eaten.

We're still 1 up, before 5 minutes of extra
and 5 down, after 1 minute of closing.

Alive are the curtain twitchers,
counting cold coffee cups, bars on

Time is tight, round here.

heaters in rhythm with the vidi printer.
I'm lucking past indoors, where I know,
inside feels like winter. A porch.
She keeps her head down there.
Past fixed set frowns. A torch.
He hides his record in there, where
mat painted post is scared of itself
and she is simply laying down.
The 'ee!! Iife eh? commonality adverts,
as if life was Coronation Street,
crumb comfort for solitary some.
Still somehow sick, on this beat.
A crouching builder Slavic saddened.
A man fills an already full bin.
Magpies on chips and dogs over
three-legged loved cats, fight.
I chew through garage lands where
Tesco keeps the tree bag flying,
Jason keeps Lambrettas,
a geezer kept his sleeper,
until yesterday. His bird will sing.
I'm past bawdy bars, behind boarded bars,
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where they knock, but they don't ring.
No more time, gentlemen please.

Connor Orrico

I.

insomnia is
infinity collapsed
by the burden of day,
a blackhole from which
we must inexplicably
escape to entertain
the entropy of time
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IV.

morning misled me
with tall tales of time,
Helios hectors
with his great speed,
might evening pity me to employ
so rest may grace me
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Sobia Zaidi

The naughty chair
Touch (Verb)

Come into or be in contact with
Bring one's hand or another part of one's body in contact with
Tap, Pat, Nudge, Prod, Poke, Feel, Stroke
Come or bring into mutual contact
Distance (Noun)

The length of space between two points
Interval, Space, Span, Gap, Separation, Withdraw, Dissociate, Remove, Isolate, Far off, Remote in position
or nature
See, I know a story of a man who was removed from his life and put into confinement. The room in my
imagination has four walls and no windows. I often wonder how he, how anyone, could have spent years
in a room without a window and while I sit in this chair, where I am present with intent, I wonder if he is
also sitting in a chair, facing a wall in the corner. Perhaps it is the only piece of furniture in that room.
A ”naughty chair” where he has been told to sit whenever he dreams of daylight or the night sky full
of stars. I wonder if he now puts himself voluntarily in that chair after every replay of intimate memory,
or each time he pictures himself dancing to the tune of his favorite song about love in his fictional life
outside of confinement.
I sat in this chair, by choice, seven days ago to write the story of the man within the four walls. Now, I
want to remove myself from this chair, this space.
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I wonder if he feels safe in that chair and if he daydreams while sitting in that ”naughty chair”, the only
piece of furniture that is there, as I am here sitting in this chair reliving memories of intimacy and
daydreams of fictional routines.

Ana Paska

(Kad zatvorim oči, vidim nebo)
Mjeriti život vremenom ovdje je
besmisleno.
Mjerim ga blizinom sljedeće opasnosti brojem pristiglih pisama i cigareta.
brojem pogrešaka koje su dovele do
toga da ovdje sjedim,
brojem propalih pokušaja da se
izdignem iz svog ponora.
(Vidim šumu)
Nije me naučilo kako biti čovjekom,
nego životinjom,
ranjenom, bijesnom, koja krvari u
mraku.
(Osjećam vjetar u njenim krošnjama)
Ovaj zološki vrt ima sve manje i
manje posjetitelja.
Naš očaj nije dražestan.
Postajemo mali u prostoru,
mi smo samo sjene bez vjetra.
Vjetar prije oluje.
Noć mi struji u duši.
Da barem mogu biti strpljiv s
pitanjima svog srca.

There is a wall so tall inside and around me.
The chattering of metal doors' teeth.
The sound of footsteps.
Hard boiled solitude for breakfast.
(When I close my eyes, I see the sky)
Here, to measure life with time is
pointless.
I measure it with vicinity of the next
imminent danger the number of arrived letters and cigarettes,
the number of mistakes that have led to
me being here,
the number of failed attempts
to rise up from my
abyss.
(I see the woods)
This hasn't taught me how to be a
man,
but an animal,
wounded, angry and bleeding in the
dark.
(I feel the wind in it's treetops)
This zoo has fewer and
fewer visitors.
Our despair is not pretty.
We are becoming small in space,
just shadows without the wind.
The wind before the storm.
The night is flowing in my soul.
I wish I could be patient with
matters of my heart.
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Oko mene i u meni visok je zid.
Cvokot zuba metalnih vrata.
Koraci.
Tvrho kuhana samoća za doručak.

I am imprisoned here
to confront the darkness inside me.
And so they could forget my darkness
flickering in their
nightmares.
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Zatvoren sam tu
da se suočim s tamom u sebi.
I da oni zaborave moju tamu
koja paluca u njihovim noćnim
morama.

Tim Kiely

Nietzsche's horse
Nietzsche is paid to watch the CCTV of a crime-scene. He must confirm the account given by the police:
four men (unidentifiable) circle and horse and take turns beating it with a pole. To him, they are only
night-vision smears. Mouthful of coffee.
He finds the place where the pole is raised, arcs inward and the front legs buckle. He pauses
to bring up the statement; sets it alongside.
He counts the blows:
1,
2,
3, 4, 5,
6,
7,
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, he sees, the statement is correct,
there were 20 blows, notes also, as stated,
flapping from the head, not clear from here if it is mane or something
else. He readjusts his spectacles with more than usual care.
He pauses six and a half minutes in. As he rests his hands in the grip of his coffee mug it
occurs to him that the statement contains time-stamps; that he will be expected to mark,
where the officer has (or has not), when and where and how exactly the blows fell. He has not been
doing this. He takes a drink.
He watches the footage again. This time he takes notes.
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He leaves for the day at nine minutes past five. He finds that the bus is unusually quiet. He
feels its pitch, its pull to the street.
He believes in the mastery that comes with awareness.
He is aware he is breathing in.
He is aware he is breathing out.
He is aware of his dry throat, of swallowing.
He is aware of the pressure on his temples, and how it seems to be twinned with the
ratcheting whimper of the child in its pram. How it grows with her cries.

He draws his shoulders and finds that now he can only think tender thoughts. He wonders
how he could ever think anything else.
He sees the man, not a father, in the child's gaze, and who waves, and has alchemised the
whines into glassy titters, one hand in the curve of a walking stick. He is only aware of how
much he now loves this man, and the dunes of his knuckles, and his pine forest beard, and the brown
unresisting tarp of his skin, and as the stop is reached and the pram is retrieved and the deck around
him is emptied, he is glad he can feel the bottom fall out of his throat only when there is no danger that
he might cry in front of the child.
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It would be a shameful thing to cry in front of a child.
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~
Cristobal Traslavina
La pandemia del Covid-19 ha evidenciado en todo el planeta las debilidades del capitalismo En Chile, el
paraíso neoilberal, el Estado demuestra su carácter de instrumento de una casta privilegiada que busca
mantener e incrementar sus ganancias durante la pandemia, y por eso descarta medidas radicales para
proteger al pueblo. Se desmorona así la imagen del "modelo" que se impuso en la dictadura de Pinochet y
se profundizó en la post-dictadura. El hacinamiento en las cárceles, viviendas sociales, centros de trabajo,
son una bomba de tiempo sanitaria. El creciente desempleo y no pago de salarios agudizan la angustia
de millones. Pero hay personas que resisten y se organizan, y mantienen sus luchas vivas. Especialmente
Anarquistas, Feministas, revolucionarios. Las pandemias en la historia han acelerado los cambios de gran
magnitud, y el Covid-19 está también acelerando la transformación del sistema productivo mundial. En Chile
la rebelión iniciada en octubre está suspendida en sus manifestaciones callejeras. El abandono evidenciado
en la crisis ha aumentado el descontento, mientras el Gobierno y sus aliados políticos montan un gran
aparato represivo para, después de la epidemia, detener el curso de los cambios que estaban en marcha.
El distanciamiento social no les preocupa, les preocupa que nos juntemos y organicemos. En chile el 18 de
~
octubre del 2019, comenzamos una Revuelta social para poder lograr la libertad y dignidad anorada
por
nuestro pueblo, tuvimos/tenemos una fuerte represiòn que ha dejado muchos muertos, violadas, heridos,
cientos de mutilados de sus ojos a causa de los disparos de la policía y militares y más de 2000 presos
políticos , La llegada de la pandemia nos hiriò aùn más, ya que con ello llegaron medidas represivas, abuso
empresarial, despidos masivos y persecuciòn polìtica. Estoy siendo juzgado por sus leyes que es la "Antibarricadas” y me quieren llevar a la càrcel. Nuestras vidas estàn siendo llevadas a la locura y el hambre.

The Covid-19 pandemic has revealed the weaknesses of capitalism throughout the world. In Chile,
a neo-liberal paradise, the State has shown itself to be an instrument of a privileged class, one that
seeks to maintain and increase its profits during the pandemic. That is why it has ruled out radical
measures to protect the people. Thus, the image of the "model” that prevailed under the Pinochet
regime has crumbled and deepened in the post-dictatorship. Overcrowding in prisons, social housing,
and work centers are a health time bomb. Increasing unemployment and the non-payment of wages
sharpen the anguish of millions. But there are people who resist and organize, who keep the struggle
alive - anarchists, feminists, revolutionaries. Pandemics throughout history have accelerated changes
of great magnitude, and today Covid-19 is accelerating the transformation of the world productive
system. In Chile, the rebellion that started in October has suspended its street demonstrations for
now. The government's abandonment of the people, as shown throughout the crisis, has increased our
discontent and, as a result, the Government and their political allies plan to mobilise a large repressive
apparatus to stop the course of the changes that were underway before the pandemic began.
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They are not concerned with social distancing, they are concerned that we will get together and organize.
On October 18, 2019, we began a social revolt to achieve the freedom and dignity longed for by our
people. We have faced strong repression, leaving many of our people dead, raped, wounded, and
mutilated from police and military shootings, with more than 2000 political activists currently imprisoned.
The pandemic has caused yet more hurt, as with it came more repressive measures, corporate abuses,
mass dismissals, and further political persecution. I am being judged by their laws, by what they call the
"anti-barricades” act, and they want to take me to jail. Our lives are being driven to madness and hunger.
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Tim Kiely

Telling it plain
for an inmate

The two most life-giving sounds in the world,
you told me, were the laughter of children
and birdsong. And where normally I'd curl
my lip, or be tempted to put my pen
'

through the offending sentence, write cliché'
above it, and leave it at that, this time,
in this place, speech being lifted for one day,
at least, I would choose to ignore the crime
of being commonplace, just to receive,
at your hands, real wisdom, hard come-by, won
from airs which sometimes echoed their reprieve
over the walls of HMP Brixton.
You trained yourself, you said; you had to, or
you'd never hear these things above the noise.
And I believe, not just the words, but your
silvering curls, your low, still-steady voice,
the mahogany grain of those forearms
you said could still fly through fifty pushups,
morning and night; a slow strength which disarms
all poses, rides the chatter which erupts
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around you daily. Yes, this supple will,
toughened to softness, knows what it's about.
The sky's slow bearing only weighs until
you crack beneath it, and look up and out.

Penny Lapenna

King of Change
After the long manacled gait
Of the procession
Reached the appointed curve of the estuary
He was placed down
Coat tails caught in the curling lip of water
Heels kissed mud
He was laid on the breast of his mother
In her silted incestuous gaze
And between her parted hair
That already stank of salt and bones
His boyhood outrun, youth screwed, he came
Too soon to adulthood
Leaving fewer marks of his churning life
Than a carnival's passing
Just the tyred mud and strips of posters
For The King of Change'
Twice nightly, seven faces, foregone
Conclusion of a fake
And littered with a history of loving
That could not hold him back from death
'

Eroding wide his burial suit
With open mouths
Succouring him in a time of change
He is diluted now by sea creatures
Making a cave of his bones and embedding
Babies in his skull
To grow as fickle as their father
Victorious by evasion
And leaving the scar of their passing
Trawler lines upon their mothers belly.
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(Newspaper cutting from 1994 - of an East End gangster who wanted to be laid to rest in the Thames estuary.)

Mark Coverdale

Wartime bullshit
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Pick For Britain
Britain Picked
Now Look At It

Mark Coverdale

DS Maolalaí

Gobwork clock

Over a lifetime

Brace yourselves three times a day.
Do not wait for an appointment.
Salivate at maximum rate.
Don't buy mouthwash.

it's survival - that's the main thing:
getting a place
you can get for cheap,
food
and maybe some light entertainment a glass of wine at night, the internet.
songbirds.
a radio.

These socks will knock their own selves off.
This badge is kicking it right fucking out.
This hat is not a communist threat.
This protest is not a tick, cock.

and you can do it.
and most people
usually do it;

This is not a wind-up.
These shoes may be bourgeois affectation,
But these teeth are mobile factories,
These fillings are miner's craft,
This floss is weavers' work,

working in a bar
or a bank,
or a hospital,
selling electric sign-ups
or catalogs
door to door,
all day weekdays
and on the weekend. it doesn't matter
as long as you survive
with enough beans
and ensure
that tomorrow
will mostly become
today.

This dance is diff'rent.
Handed words tonguing flyered gums,
Petitioned thoughts that breech,
The dam of speech from
This damn mouth.
Clock it.
This movement is fucking knockout.
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of course,
some people
do better
than surviving. they thrive selling their shares, getting wealthy
and staying that way,
drunk
each night
without hangovers,
and cocaine too, and regular sex.

good food, steak,
shallow-fried fish,
fresh vegetables.
a big house, a car, a tv,
good shoes
and empty
pleasure,
stamping
on those of us
below.
you though?
just survive.
don't worry
about getting to that level
or waste any time envying them. they'll die too
one day
with the difference
that they'll probably
deserve it.

Ezra Miles

The ontology of Thursday
Thursday
morning
continues
as all
Thursday
mornings do
perhaps
a succession
of colours
(perhaps not).
Maybe
phantom
faces pull
through a
wall maybe
a dog walks
past in the
afternoon.

Grey figures
return again.
Grey
smiling limbs
and pungent
grey flowers
lining the
pockets of
a grey man

broken up
like a
cloud

We grow with the seasons // divide
our time according to crop yield // soil
through our fingers as sand // We toil
the field from sunrise till dusk // rest
when sweat from our breast irrigates
the land // Our gods are earthbound
and fallen rain // Our lives are a clockhand on the cusp of movement //
the fruit of our labour
before the harvest came.
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These necks
left a house
today and
encountered
what we all
do I cannot
name it. Camus
would say
”everything
begins in that
weariness tinged
with
amazement.”
The curtain falls
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Thursday
morning similar
to many today
others. Watch
now he tries
to elevate
the form.
There will
be
Thursday
mornings
as many
there
are figures
who walk
scooped out
of grey
cotton tight
necks
hanging back
as though
leading the
body from
the front
could be
too much
life
for them.

Ezra Miles

Of this work; a disciple
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The stocky silhouette in a workman's jacket
removes it, hangs it across a weathered
wooden chair in the fragments yard
that sits well with only three legs.
He oils and cleans a rusted thresher
blade, rubs and smooths the metal
as if coaxing a friction fire.
Works at the blade with an
angle grinder, filaments of heat
like tortured jewellery spinning
off through the lonely carbellies
and shrapnel scraps. The light
has started to go and so he hulks
the salvaged parts back to the must
of the shed. Turns off a crackling
switch. The horizon bleeds
a wound that runs to thin red rain.
He walks through it to his van,
locks the gate and drives away,
and there is much more yet left
to be said.
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Ezra Miles

Every gramme of it is weighed
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His clock-face
shades in dirty
bone, muck from
the floor, risen up
in cloud &
hung like regal
carpets from
the walls, &
follows home.
The smell of him
in follicle, skin - an
industrial musk,
wearing him is
work by a
different name.
Bus arrives
each day,
goes between,
engine punches
through motorway
like a weathered
fist. & the
building itself:
grainy feel of
an orderly's
dream, door
handles are cold,
corridors green,
you wear
three layers,
strip all layers
off, 15 mins.
I'm told I chose
him but I suspect
he picked
me. Small portions
left. There is
more of him,
less of me.

Mark Coverdale

Bryter Layter
It will be Bryter Layter, he said. The brass they pay
for muck shifting, Antipodean, hangs like a horse's
head above the out door to The Jacket Inn. A
month's pay packet in a week, for JCB shitshovelling down under, in the Sun. I'mfuckingoff
justyoufuckingwatch lad, eh?
Factor this f' thee. No more factory. No more nuts
'n bolts on buttered toast, no more scores daubed
on boiler suit backs. No more stench where waste
'n slack bubbles the river, where the site Collie
barks the effluents.

No more crack violence of egg yolk across
precarious outdated industrial ware, 'n reading
pages back to three in perpefuckingtuity, with
standup teas of five sugars pleading lottery 'n
bonus bollocks at ends of tabs 'n ends of lines 'n
fish that big 'n ironwork thick in the colours of
ghosts that loom in boiler rooms, with the bang 'n
tick of bar pressured overtime relief shift schtick.
No more wooden prospects that are half snapped
yard brooms, head to bastard toe in glazed raised
Portacabin shop floor chic 'n gastaped armband
colonels who vent the clatter bare 'n polished
brass muck governors steaming 'bout general
strikes, where corporal punishments' major for
weeping scabs all forklifted by dynasties of
masculinity on to millbranded pallets, heaped.
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No more strikes out of Brittania matches or Senior
Service influence. No more welded darts matches,
papered Wanderers weekend wins or shiny shitroll,
a thou' of an inch thin. No more riveting rounds
tapered toward the dirt of, what might or might not,
someone's missus, might or might not, get up to at Where nurses made of suckling grade plaster all
the way from the lathe to the grave, 'n plenty of
piece rate.
filterless, eh? 'n plenty that are craven, eh? 'n
plenty of right bastards, right bastards, every
No more boy racing fitter's mates, or the last
bastard day, eh?
surviving warehouse Elvis, telling sugar soap
sagas that just don't wash, 'n footbollocks wi' golf
It will be Bryter Layter he said, on the way to fit a
bores 'n work bores pooling boring draws by the
score. No more trophies took to the strapping Jock non return valve. Two filament eyes described
goodbyes with no surprise.
to polish it Eatyafuckingdinneroffthatlad, shiny
square. No more rows 'n rows of overalls by ankles
Aye,
that grunt f' t' Sun, with a tab on.
reckon it will be, like.

The Utopia Project is an art and literature zine, publishing work that uses its creative voice to speak to the
political realities that we face, as individuals and in our communities, and to put forward a positive vision
of what lies ahead.
Art is an important part of any political movement, it can create emotional responses and connect with
people's experiences in a way that political tracts and essays can never manage. This is not to say
that art must be explicit for it to be political. Showcasing the subtleties of the day-to-day, capturing the
commonality of experience, can often draw the most profound responses. This is an optimistic endeavour.
Our aim is to offer space for creatives to put forward work that shows the realities of their world, the
violence and injustice, and to offer something better, something hopeful.
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